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Figure 1: System architecture and data flow.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a study on estimating photo-shoot location and
orientation in indoor environments for augmented reality applica-
tions. The proposed method is based on registered images in vir-
tualized reality models [1]. Registered images are secondary prod-
ucts of model creation, and contain photo-shoot location, orienta-
tion, and depth information. Therefore, additional data for special
purposes need not be created. The upper and lower left parts of Fig-
ure 1 show the system architecture and data flow. We assume that
the proposed method is used in combination with a relative posi-
tioning system, for example, Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR). In
the proposed system, a real image taken by a mobile device is sent
to a server, and the image is compared with the registered images.
In this study, we compare the localization performance of the pro-
posed system using mutual information, edge information, SURF,
ORB, and FREAK features.

Our system uses the PDR system [2] as the relative positioning
system. The lower right part of Figure 1 shows a sample image of
an implementation of our AR application. The AR application uses
model-based and PDR localizations. As a part of this study, we
performed three experiments using real images taken by a mobile
device with registered images as key frames. In order to confirm
the advantages and drawbacks of each feature, three scenes were
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prepared. In scene 1, the experiments were performed in a virtual
environment, where each method was expected to work well. In
the experiments, both input images and key frames were created by
the model. In scenes 2 and 3, the experiments were performed in a
real environment. Both input images and key frames were created
using the photos taken by a mobile device in a real environment. In
addition, scene 3 contained many texture-less images. Therefore,
it was assumed that estimation methods using feature points do not
work well in scene 3. In all the three scenes, the experiments were
performed to estimate the position and orientation using each fea-
ture. Among the methods using feature points, the method using
the SURF feature showed particularly good results. On the other
hand, there were scenes where the methods using feature points did
not work. In such scenes, methods using mutual information have
a better probability of producing high-accuracy results. However,
when we use mutual information methods to estimate the position
and orientation in a large area, the computational cost is correpond-
ingly higher. Therefore, it is necessary to apply parallel processing
to use the AR applications. We have demonstrated the feasibility
of the method by combining several features for AR applications in
large indoor environments.
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